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Abstract
This paper described ongoing work to de-
velop a large open-source treebank and re-
lated Finnish language resources for the
R&D community, especially corpus lin-
guistic researchers. Initially, we look at
user needs and requirements that these set
for corpus annotation. We propose the lin-
guistic Constraint Grammar as a frame-
work to answer the requirements. The sec-
ond half of the paper describes ongoing
work in the FinnTreeBank project to an-
swer these objectives.
1 Needs of corpus linguists
Language researchers need empirical data to help
them formulate and test hypotheses e.g. about nat-
ural language grammar and meaning. Morpholog-
ically annotated (or POS-annotated) text corpora
have been available to researchers for many years,
and currently such tagged corpora for many lan-
guages are accessible. Some of these corpora are
very large, even billions of words (e.g. German
COSMAS II). Though automatic tagging tends to
misanalyse a few words in a hundred, automat-
ically tagged corpora are generally of sufficient
quality and quantity for researchers to enable ba-
sically word oriented queries and corpus searches
in a local context (e.g. "Key Word In Context").
However, corpus linguists are often interested
in phenomena that involve more than local char-
acter strings: lexically or semantically motivated
units in linguistic context (e.g. as part of a syn-
tactic structure). Extraction of such, often non-
local, linguistic patterns is difficult with string-
based corpus searches: queries on POS-tagged
corpora to recover clause or sentence level syntac-
tic constructions result in too low accuracy (com-
bination of precision and recall), and the amount
of manual postprocessing needed to make the data
usable for further analysis is too high to make such
searches productive.
1.1 Requirements for syntactic annotation
A corpus with an additional layer of syntac-
tic annotation (e.g. phrase structure or depen-
dency structure) is needed to enable successful
queries for clause or sentence level syntactic con-
structs. To enable successful extraction of desired
lexico-syntactic patterns (multiword units with(in)
the desired syntactic structure), the syntactically
parsed corpora need to have a high correctness
rate: most sentences in the parsed corpus (‘tree-
bank’) should have a correct lexical and syntactic
analysis.
Further, to enable extraction of patterns contain-
ing mid- or low-frequency lexical units in suffi-
ciently high volume for meaningful quantitative
analysis, the parsed corpus also should be very
large, probably of a size comparable to the largest
POS-tagged corpora now available to researchers.
1.2 Limitations with current treebanks
Syntactically parsed corpora, generally referred
to as treebanks, are now available for a grow-
ing number of languages (cf. Wikipedia entry for
"Treebank"), with phrase structure annotations, or,
increasingly, with dependency syntactic annota-
tion (to enable analysis of unbounded, or long-
distance, dependencies). Most syntactically anno-
tated corpora are very limited in size – typically
with thousands, or at most tens of thousands, of
sentences (cf. e.g. (Mikulova et al., 2006), (Kro-
mann, 2003) and (Haverinen et al., 2009)).
Assuming corpus linguists are interested in phe-
nomena that involve lexical and syntactic informa-
tion (involving corpus searches with lexical and
syntactic search keys or patterns), a corpus with,
say, a 50,000 sentences or a million words, will
likely provide far too few ‘hits’ for such complex
queries to enable quantitatively meaningful stud-
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ies. To enable a coverage comparable to local-
context lexically oriented searches on POS-tagged
corpora, syntactically annotated corpora should be
even larger than comparable POS-tagged corpora.
1.3 Limitations with complete sutomatic
parsing
Automatic syntactic annotation could be proposed
as the obvious solution for providing very large
syntactically annotated corpora for researchers.
However, automatic syntactic corpus annotation is
generally avoided in treebanking efforts, probably
because the error rate of automatic syntactic anal-
ysis is prohibitively high: even the best statistical
dependency parsers (such as Charniak, 2000) as-
sign a correct dependency relation and function to
slightly over 90% of tokens (words and punctu-
ation marks). If every tenth word is misanalysed,
most text sentences get an incorrect syntactic anal-
ysis.
Instead, syntactic corpus annotation is done
manually (with some level of supporting automa-
tion). At a recent treebank course (organised by
CLARA in Prague, December 2010), some of the
presenting treebank projects reported manual an-
notation times at 5-20 minutes per sentence, and
there were reports of nearly decade-long treebank-
ing efforts resulting in treebanks of some tens of
thousands of sentences.
In the current language technology commu-
nity, automatic syntactic modelling and analysis
are usually carried out with data-driven language
models that are based on statistics generated from
manually annotated treebanks. Statistical models
based on scant or inconsistent data frequently mis-
predict; even at the lower levels of linguistic analy-
sis with larger quantities of available training data,
POS taggers with statistical language models mis-
predict the category of several words in a hundred
(which means that close to or more than half of all
sentences are tagged incorrectly). The best statis-
tical dependency parsers reach labelled attachment
scores of slightly above 90% at word level in opti-
mal circumstances (training text genre is the same
as that of evaluation corpus); for many other lan-
guages, the labelled attachment scores reported are
substantially lower. With accuracy scores of this
magnitude at word level only, incorrectly parsed
sentences are likely to constitute the vast majority
of all parsed sentences. In short, current statisti-
cal models of syntax are probably too inaccurate
to provide a complete solution to high-quality au-
tomatic treebanking.
To sum, large-scale treebanking efforts seem to
be in a deadlock: manual treebanking is too work-
intensive (and possibly also too inconsistent) to
enable creation of sufficiently large treebanks to
support statistically significant corpus linguistic
research; statistical parsing efforts so far have
failed to provide sufficiently high parsing accu-
racy to enable automatic creation of high quality
research data for corpus linguists.
2 Constraint Grammar as a solution
Constraint Grammar is a reductionistic linguistic
paradigm for tagging and surface-syntactic pars-
ing (Karlsson & al, 1995) that has the following
properties to make it an attractive environment for
treebanking purposes.
• Large-scale work on tagging and parsing has
been done in this framework on several lan-
guages since late 1980s (cf. Wikipedia entry
on Constraint Grammar)
• The most advanced publicly available imple-
mentation of the compiler-interpreter (VISL
cg3) supports a wide range of functionality,
from lexical analysis to disambiguation to de-
pendency syntax
• A grammarian makes and modifies language
models (lexicons, parsing grammars), with
very competitive accuracy (measured e.g. as
precision-recall tradeoff) and modifiability
• CG tagging and parsing can yield full or par-
tial analysis, which enables a necessary con-
trol on precision-recall tradeoff for different
purposes such as treebanking
As an example case, we consider an early evalu-
ation and comparison on word-class tagging in En-
glish (Samuelsson and Voutilainen 1997). In this
report, EngCG-2, the second major version of the
English Constraint Grammar for word-class dis-
ambiguation, was compared with a state-of-the-art
statistical ngram tagger (Hidden Markov Model),
to answer certain open questions about the origi-
nal ENGCG by the research community of the late
1990s.
For the experiments, an common tag set and
corpora were documented and used, with options
for full and partial disambiguation. In EngCG-2,
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the disambiguation grammar was organised into
five increasingly heuristic subgrammars to enable
trading recall for precision.
Regarding precision-recall tradeoff of the two
taggers in the experiment (cf. Table 1 in the
Samuelsson and Voutilainen article), the main ob-
servations are:
• With almost fully disambiguated outputs, the
ngram tagger discarded a correct analysis 9
times more often than EngCG-2.
• When more ambiguity was permitted in the
taggers’ analyses, the ngram tagger discarded
a correct analysis 28 times more often than
EngCG-2.
The possibility to make almost safe predictions
in a linguistics-based parsing environment, to con-
trol the precision-recall tradeoff, and to achieve a
very competitive precision-recall tradeoff is shown
in this comparison.
Though we are unaware of similar comparisons
at the level of dependency syntax (assignment of
dependency functions and dependency relations to
words), similar control on the tradeoff between
accuracy and partiality of dependency syntactic
analysis can be exerted in CG: the rule formalism
and development methods when making depen-
dency grammars are highly similar to those used
at the (lower) levels of morphological disambigua-
tion and shallow syntactic function assignment.
2.1 Possible solutions for Constraint
Grammar based treebanking
Given the CG properties described above, in par-
ticular the possibility for partial analysis and for
linguistically controlled superior precision-recall
tradeoff, several strategies for CG-based treebank-
ing are outlined next.
As a common core to them all is the need to
specify the necessary minimal recall needed for
the application and to create a language model
(lexicon and grammars) to meet this required min-
imal recall (by permitting some level of ambigu-
ity or partial dependency analysis in analyser out-
put). In the content of treebanking, this could
mean something like the following:
• morphology: recall of well over 99%.
• syntactic function tagging: recall of 98% or
more.
• correctness of syntactic dependency assign-
ment: over 98% of assigned dependency re-
lations should be corrrect.
The amount of unresolved ambiguity or of
unattached words resulting from the minimum re-
call/correctness requirements depends on several
factors, e.g. granularity of the grammatical dis-
tinctions that the parser operates with; charac-
teristics of the corpora to be analysed; develop-
ment time available for the grammarian; devel-
opment/testing methods and resources available;
competence/experience of the constraint gram-
marian. As an educated guess: 20-30% of input
sentences might get a complete unambiguous de-
pendency analysis, which means that about three
quarters of the sentences retain some ambiguity or
receive a partial dependency analysis.
In any case, an important desirable property of
this initial effort is that there is no need to revisit
the analytic decisions made by the resulting partial
CG parser. The main challenge is what to do with
the remaining (morphological and functional) am-
biguity and words not attached in the dependency
structure. Three solutions are next outlined.
2.1.1 Extraction from a partially parsed
treebank
To support search of lexico-syntactic structures
from text, the simplest solution is to apply the
search key only to dependency trees (representing
full sentences or sentence parts). As the analyses
provided by the parser are as reliable as specified,
the extracted patterns will be of sufficient quality
for (minor) postprocessing and quantitative anal-
ysis. It is also likely that many search patterns
will apply to subsentential constructions (that do
not need a complete sentence analysis); this means
that a much larger part than the above-estimated
20-30% of sentences will be useful for corpus lin-
guistic searches.
A limitation of this approach is that the corpus
accessible for linguistic searches will be skewed,
as sentence parts outside the coverage of the
parser’s language model will not be used.
2.1.2 Resolving remaining ambiguity with a
hybrid parser
Data-driven statistical parsers are usually trained
on hand-annotated treebanks of limited size (thou-
sands or tens of thousands of sentences), and
their accuracies (e.g. Labelled Attachment Scores,
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LAS), probably fall below the minimum accuracy
requirements needed to support linguistic corpus
searches (as argued above).
The availability of very large volumes of train-
ing data with partial but very dependable morpho-
logical and dependency syntactic analyses makes
it possible to experiment with training statisti-
cal parsing capability to complement (or possibly
even replace) partial CG-based parsing, in order
to provide a more complete (but still sufficiently
accurate) syntactic analysis for text corpora. For
instance, it may be the case that lexical informa-
tion can be used to better advantage in statistical
modelling of syntax if the amount of learning data
is large (e.g. tens of millions of sentences).
2.1.3 Interactive rule-based dependency
parsing
Fully manual syntactic analysis is highly work-
intensive. For instance, to provide a dependency
analysis and a dependency function to each word
in a 20-word sentence, 40 decisions need to be
made. This kind of syntactic analysis can easily
take several minutes per sentence from a human
annotator.
With a high-recall partial dependency parser,
probably well over 90% of the analysis decisions
are made before there is a need for additional in-
formation to support parsing. Given a suitable
interface for a human to provide e.g. a part-of-
speech disambiguation decision or a dependency
analysis to an unattached word in the case of a
partially parsed sentence, the language model of
the CG parser is usually able to carry on the high-
quality syntactic analysis of the sentence, pos-
sibly to completion, without further input from
the linguist. The reason for this is that the addi-
tional analysis provided by the linguist makes the
sentence (context) less ambiguous, as a result of
which a contextual constraint rule (or a sequence
of them) is able to apply, by discarding illegitimate
alternative analyses or by adding new dependency
relations to the sentence.
The speedup to manual treebanking might be
10-50 fold, which enables cost-effective annota-
tion of much larger treebanks than those available
today, but treebanking tens or hundreds of millions
of sentences is probably not a practical option even
with this semiautomatic method.
3 Ongoing work in FIN-CLARIN
Next we present ongoing work as part of the FIN-
CLARIN project (2010-2012) on the creation of
a large-scale resource and service for researchers
into the Finnish language, focusing on one of its
five subprojects, FinnTreeBank. We outline a
dependency-syntactic representation for Finnish,
and present the first version of the dependency
syntactic FinnTreeBank and its use as a "gram-
mar definition corpus" to guide development, test-
ing and evaluation of Constraint Grammar based
language models for high-accuracy annotation of
large publicly-available Finnish-language corpora,
which will be used as empirical data to support lin-
guistic research on Finnish at a large scale.
3.1 Project environment
Our work is done with support from the European
CLARIN and METANET consortia, with the fol-
lowing overall aims:
• help researchers discover relevant empirical
data and resources more easily with a web
service where search is supported e.g. with
metadata and persistent identity markers.
• help researchers license and use found re-
sources more easily e.g. with transparent and
easy-to-use licensing/access terms and poli-
cies.
• help researchers share their own data to sup-
port other researchers and to support valida-
tion of reported empirical experiments e.g.
by means of easy-to-use procedures for data
licensing and persistent storage service.
• help researchers use and share existing work
by promoting open source.
• help researchers use different resources e.g.
by promoting common standards and user-
friendly interfaces to data.
At our department, there are several subpro-
jects in the larger META-CLARIN project on dif-
ferent language resources and finite state meth-
ods and libraries: Helsinki Finite State Transducer
HFST; OMorfi Finnish Open Source Morphology;
Finnish WordNet; Finnish Wordbank; FinnTree-
Bank.
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3.2 FinnTreeBank goals and milestones
In addition to th eordinaty academic goal of pro-
ducing published research with research collab-
orators, FinnTreeBank has two main goals as a
‘producer’: (i) to provide large high-quality tree-
banks of Finnish to the research community; (ii)
to provide language models of Finnish as open
source for use with open-source software, to help
researchers analyse additional texts and to help
them modify the language models and/or software
for an analysis more suitable for their research
question.
Recent and near-term FinnTreeBank milestones
include the following:
• Evaluation and selection of language re-
sources, technologies and tools for use in
FinnTreeBank developments.
• Initial specification of linguistic representa-
tion for initial use in treebanking Finnish,
with focus on dependency syntax.
• Manual application of dependency syntactic
representation on an initial corpus of 19,000
example utterances from a large descriptive
grammar of Finnish (including further spec-
ification and documentation of the linguistic
representation).
• Subcontracting a 3rd party provider to pro-
vide a parsing engine (black box) and au-
tomatically parsed treebank (EuroParl, JRC-
Aquis) for the web service.
• Development of open-source lexicons, pars-
ing grammars and other resources to support
high-quality dependency parsing of Finnish
by the research community.
• Delivery of new versions of FinnTreeBank
with new corpora and higher quality of lin-
guistic analysis.
3.3 Specifying a grammatical representation
with a grammar definition corpus
In order to create a high-quality parser and tree-
bank, we need documentation and examples on the
linguistic representation and its use in text anal-
ysis. In order to approximate also less frequent
structures used in a large corpus of text in a com-
prehensive and systematic way, we need a maxi-
mally exhaustive and systematic set of sentences
to be analysed and documented e.g. as a guide-
line for creating a Parsebank. We propose to use
a comprehensive descriptive grammar (typically
more than a thousand closely-printed book pages)
as a source of example sentences to reach a high
and systematic coverage of the syntactic structures
in the language. A hand-annotated, cross-checked
and documented collection of such a systematic
set of sentences – in short, a Grammar Defini-
tion Corpus – is a workable initial approximation
and guideline for annotating or parsing natural lan-
guage on a large scale. The initial definitional sen-
tence corpus can be extended with new data when
‘leaks’ in the grammar/corpus coverage become
evident e.g. on the basis of double-blind annota-
tions (Voutilainen and Purtonen 2011).
A result of this effort is a Grammar defini-
tion corpus of Finnish, consisting of about 19,000
example utterances extracted from a comprehen-
sive Finnish grammar (Hakulinen at al, 2004), and
manually annotated according to a linguistic rep-
resentation consisting of a morphological descrip-
tion and a dependency grammar with a basic de-
pendency function palette.
We expect use of the Grammar Definition Cor-
pus to have the following benefits:
• A well-documented Grammar Definition
Corpus is useful as a guideline for human an-
notators, to support consistent and linguisti-
cally motivated analysis.
• A Grammar Definition Corpus also is useful
for one who writes and tests parsing gram-
mars (e.g. in the CG framework): it helps
systematic modelling of target constructions,
and it also helps document the scope of the
language model (what constructs are covered,
and what constructions are left outside the
scope of the language model).
• Evaluation and testing of language models,
corporan and analysers can be done more ob-
jectively if the linguistic representation has
been specified in a comprehensive and sys-
tematic way.
• When annotating new texts e.g. manually,
there is a lower chance to come across un-
expected linguistic constructions (given the
high coverage of the Grammar Definition
Corpus), hence less need to redesign or com-
promise.
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• Encountering constructions not covered by
the Grammar Definition Corpus is useful data
also for writing a more comprehensive de-
scriptive grammar (compared with the orig-
inal descriptive grammar from which the ex-
ample utterances were extracted).
To our knowledge, this effort if the first one
based on a comprehensive, well-documented set
of sentences. The closest earlier approximation
to a Grammar definition corpus we know of is
an English corpus, tagged and documented in the
early 1990’s according to a dependency-oriented
representation, and consisting of about 2,000 sen-
tences taken from a comprehensive grammar of
English (Quirk et al, 1985). However, the Quirk
et al grammar contains much more than the 2,000
sentences (i.e. partial coverage in the corpus),
and the annotated corpus itself has not been pub-
lished, though this early effort is briefly described
in (Voutilainen, 1997).
3.4 Dependency representation
Our dependency syntactic representation follows
common practice in many ways. For instance, the
head of the sentence is the main predicate verb of
the main clause, and the main predicate has a num-
ber of dependents (clauses or more basic elements
such as noun phrases) with a nominal or an ad-
verbial function. More simple elements, such as
nominal or adverbial phrases, have their internal
dependency structure, where a (usually semantic)
head has a number of attributes or other modifiers.
The dependency function palette is fairly as-
cetic at this stage. The dependency functions for
nominals include Subject, Object, Predicative and
Vocative; adverbials get the Adverbial function;
modifiers get one of two functions, depending on
their position relative to the head: premodifying
constructions are given an Attributive function tag;
postmodifying constructions are given a Modifier
function tag. In addition, the function palette in-
cludes Auxiliary for auxiliary verbs, Phrasal to
cover phrasal verbs, Conjunct for coordination
analysis, and Idiom for multiword idioms.
The present surface-syntactic function palette
can be extended into a more fine-grained descrip-
tion at a later stage; for instance, the Adverbial
function can be divided into functions such as Lo-
cation, Time, Manner, Recipient and Cause. Such
a semantic classification is best done in tandem
with a more fine-grained lexical description (en-
tity classification, etc).
Sometimes, the question arises whether to relate
elements to each other on syntactic or on semantic
criteria. As an example from English, consider the
sentence ”I bought three litres of milk”. On syn-
tactic criteria, the head of the object for the verb
”bought” is ”litres”, but semantically one would
prefer ”milk”. Our dependency representation re-
lates elements to each other based on semantic
rather than inflectional criteria. Hence our analy-
sis (much as with Prague Tectogrammar and Tree-
Bank) gives a dependent role to categories such
as conjunctions, prepositions, postpositions, auxil-
iaries, determiners, attributes and formal elements
(formal subject, formal object, etc.). Sometimes
this practice creates a conflict with the accustomed
notion that there is a certain correspondence be-
tween Finnish cases and syntactic functions (e.g.
the genitive or partitive case for the object func-
tion): for instance a premodifying quantifier may
have the genitive case (for objects), while the se-
mantic object’s case may follow from the valency
structure of the quantifier. – This feature, like
many others, needs to be taken into account in the
design of a corpus linguist’s search/extraction in-
terface.
3.5 Sample analyses
In this section, some example sentences from the
grammar definition corpus are shown in visual
form to illustrate the dependency representation
outlined above.
3.5.1 Clausal premodifiers
In Finnish, nominals can have clausal modifiers on
both sides (premodifying and postmodifying posi-
tions). For instance, premodifying participles can
have verbal arguments of their own. For instance,
the participle "muistuttavia" acts as a premodifier
of the noun "kissannaukujaisia" but has also an ob-
ject, "glissandoja", as its dependent.
glissandoja
attr
muistuttavia
obj
kissannaukujaisia
kissannaukujaisia
[cat-meowings.PartitivePlural] muistuttavia
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[resembling.Pcp] glissandoja
[glissandos.Plural]
We have also described a restricted class of
nouns like this. For instance, agentive nouns like
"kalastajat" (fishers) can have objects like "siian"
(whitefish) in a premodifying position:
vihaavat
subj obj
kalastajat
obj
takertujaa
attr
advl
Siian
conjunct
limaista verkkoon
muikun
phrm
ja
Siian [whitefish.GenSg] ja [and] muikun
[vendace.GenSg] kalastajat [fisher.NomPl]
vihaavat [hate.VPres] limaista [slimy.PartSg]
verkkoon [net.IllatSg] takertujaa
[clinger.PartSg].
3.5.2 Phrase markers
Formal ”se” (’it’) is described as a phrase marker
for the subject clause "mitä hän sanoi" (what s/he
said); likewise the postposition "kannalta" (regard-
ing) is described as a phrase marker of the noun
"tuloksen" (result):
oli
subj scomp
lausui
phrm
obj
subj
ratkaiseva
mod
Se hän tuloksen
phrm
mitä kannalta
Se [it.NomSg] mitä [what.PartSg] hän
(s/he.NomSg) lausui [said] oli [was] tuloksen
[result.GenSg] kannalta
[regarding.Postposition] ratkaiseva
[decisive.NomSg].
3.5.3 Coordination
The conjunction "ja" (and) is described as a phrase
marker of the following conjunct "paikallaan
seisoksintaa" (steady standing), which in turn is
described as coordinated dependent of the preced-
ing conjunct "väkinäistä rupattelua" (forced chat-
ting):
piisaa
subj
rupattelua
attr conjunct
väkinäistä seisoksintaa
attr
phrm
ja paikallaan
väkinäistä [forced.PartSg] rupattelua
[chatting.PastSg] ja [and] paikallaan
[steady.AdessSg] seisoksintaa
[standing.PartSg] piisaa [suffices].
Here is an example with multiple coordinations.
The attributes "vain" (only) and "lähes vain" (al-
most only) are coordinated with "tai" (or); the
participles "lukemansa" (read) and "näkemänsä"
(seen) are coordinated also with "tai":
tekee
subj
advl
obj
advl
Hän useimmiten valintansa lukemansa
advl
conjunct
phrm
lehdistä
attr
näkemänsä
phrm advl
perusteella
vain
conjunct
tai televisiosta
vain
phrm
attr
tai lähes
Hän [s/he] tekee [makes] useimmiten [usually]
valintansa [choice.GenPl] vain [only] tai [or]
lähes [almost] vain [only] lehdistä
[newspaper.ElatPl] lukemansa [read.PcpPoss]
tai [or] televisiosta [television.ElatSg]
näkemänsä [see.PcpPoss] perusteella
[on-the-basis-of.Postposition].
3.5.4 Ellipsis
Two clauses are coordinated: S-V-C with S-C
(verb missing). The subject of the elliptical clause
("huoneen saanti") is described as a conjunct of
the subject of the first clause ("palvelualttius"),
and the predicative complement ("vaikeata") is de-
scribed as a conjunct of the predicative comple-
ment of the first clause ("tyyydyttävä"):
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on
subj scomp
Palvelualttius
conjunct
tyydyttävä
conjunct
saanti
phrm
obj
vaikeata
mutta huoneen
Palvelualttius [service-readiness.NomSg] on
[is] tyydyttävä [satisfactory.NomSg], mutta
[but] huoneen [room.GenSg] saanti
[getting.NomSg] vaikeata [difficult.NomSg].
4 Ongoing developments
In this final section, we describe some ongoing or
near-term developments to meet the objectives of
the FinnTreeBank project during the next year and
a half.
4.1 Harmonisation of morphology with
syntax
The initial dependency syntactic annotation (func-
tion and relation assignment by linguists) was
mainly done independently of morphological anal-
ysis. One motivation for this is savings in labour: a
morphological description designed before a syn-
tactic description usually needs to be revised when
the detailed decisions on how to model syntax are
made (which means that also morphological an-
notations require substantial revisions). In our so-
lution, the morphological description can be de-
signed "at one go" to agree with the documented
syntactic representation. A further advantage of
our solution is that resolution of morphological
ambiguities can be done with the help of available
higher-level (syntactic) analysis.
In practise, the morphological and lexical anal-
ysis will be based on the Omorfi open-source lexi-
cal and morphological language model (partly de-
rived from publicly available word lists by the
Finnish Research Centre of Domestic Languages)
and finite-state (HFST) analysis tools. Along with
this semiautomatic synchronisation/tagging effort,
also consistency checks and corrections to syntac-
tic annotation can be made to improve the quality
of the grammar definition corpus treebank.
The morphologically synchronised treebank
will be delivered in CONLL-X form with exten-
sive documentation to enable e.g. development of
statistical language models for parsing.
4.2 Dependency treebank and parser engine
by third-party provider
Another ongoing development is done by a third-
party provider (Lingsoft and its collaborators, the
Turku BioNLP Group at University of Turku) who
is building a statistical language model for depen-
dency parsing on the basis of the initial gram-
mar definition corpus with the dependency syn-
tactic annotation. On the basis of the contract,
the provider will deliver automatically parsed lan-
guage resources (EuroParl corpus and JRC-Aquis,
totalling tens of millions of words of Finnish) for
distribution via the FIN-CLARIN service.
The provider will also provide a licence to the
executable parser engine to enable annotation of
additional corpora for FIN-CLARIN users.
4.3 Development of open-source language
models for dependency parsing
Alongside the above developments, the FinnTree-
Bank project develops open-source language mod-
els using open-source tools and development en-
vironments (e.g. HFST morphology and syntax,
VISL cg3) for dependency parsing of Finnish.
The FIN-CLARIN users will benefit from the
open-source development as it enables them to
adapt and apply the language models and resulting
parsers to better answer their research questions
and to better support development of e.g. Artifi-
cial Intellignce solution prototypes. The results of
this development can also be used for providing
an alternative annotations to existing and new cor-
pora (treebanking).
Also development of commercial or open-
sector web services and other solutions should
benefit from availability of open-source language
technological tools and resources.
4.4 Experiments on treebanking methods
When initial versions of the language models ma-
ture, it will be possible to start experimenting with
alternative treebanking methods outlined above in
section 2.1. This research will likely be carried
out in collaboration with other research teams to-
wards (and hopefully after) the end of the ongoing
project. The results of the experiments will pro-
vide guidance on treebanking efforts in the longer
term in Finland, and hopefully in other projects as
well.
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